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1. Introduction 

The subject of this lecture is the use of knowledge in the preparation and 
evaluation of road safety policy. In Dutch there is a short but pithy 
saying: 'Knowledge is power' - in the Russian language: "Zmmie Sua'. 
Everyone knows that this is only one part of the truth, otherwise the wor II 
would be ruled by scientists. The essence of the saying is rather to 
indicate that political and social leaders would achieve their aims more 
effectively if they made good use of all the existing knowledge in the 
process. In theory, this stance is universally supported. Paradoxically, 
however, it must be noted at the same time that those in power often do 
not exploit the available knowledge in practice, also in cases where this 
could clearly offer an advantage. 
Those in charge of the Dutch road safety policy are no exception to this 
rule. 

In this lecture, the following subjects will be dealt with: 
- the organization of Dutch road safety policy; 
- the type of knowledge that can enhance the effectiveness of this policy; 
- the setup of the developed Road safety Information System, to which 

will be referred by its acronym "RIS'; 
- the advantages of the RIS for the users; 
- further application potential of the RIS. 
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2. The organization of policy in the Netherlands 

In the Netherlands, over one million road accidents are registered every 
year, of which about 300,000 are registered by the police; some 1,300 
fatalities and 11,000 severely injured people are registered annually. 
The overall economic damage as a result of traffic accidents amounts to at 
least nine thousand million Dutch guilders a year, or five thousand million 
dollars. 
However, compared with other countries, Holland is performing quite wel l 
in road safety. Leonid Braimaister compared the traffic safety in Holland 
with Russia. The risk of being killed in traffic is twelve times as much in 
Russia. If nowadays the risk in Russia would equal the Dutch level, 3,000 
people would be killed in traffic in stead of 36,000. 

Since 1985, Dutch road safety policy has been based on a Long Term 
Plan, which formulated tasks for the medium and long term that were 
further intensified shortly afterwards: 
- in the year 2000, a 25% reduction in fatalities and people injured 

compared to 1985; 
- in the year 2010, a 50% reduction in fatalities and a 40% reduction in 

people injured compared to 1986. 

The plans of the government also describe what areas of attention in the 
field of road safety policy have a high probability of success and what 
measures should be taken to achieve the tasks set. 
In view of these plans, the main conditions for a rational road safety 
policy have been fulfilled. The objectives for the years 2000 and 2010 are 
known; at any given moment, it is therefore possible to estimate whether 
there is a reasonable probability of these objectives being achieved . 
An interim evaluation will then reflect the progress made. Policy is in this 
way 'monitored', as it were. 
To this end, it is necessary to possess a good understanding of the actual 
developments in road hazards. Favourable - but more particularly, 
unfavourable - developments should be identified as quickly as possible. 
Furthermore, it is desirable that an insight be obtained into the effects of 
policy. Policy that is not effective can then be discontinued or adjusted, 
while good policy can proceed with greater drive. 

The same plans by the government also describe how such policy must be 
carried out and who carries (co)responsibility in this regard. In particular, 
government at a lower level, both provincial and municipal, are allocated 
a pivotal role. This means that the monitoring of policy should not confine 
itself to a nationwide level; the activities at regional and local level should 
also be closely followed. 

In order to operate in such a rational way, a lot of information should be 
gathered, transferred to decision makers and applied by them. 
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3. The knowledge available 

The Nether lmds has q ltte a bng and rich tradition of road safety 
research. As a result, a ru-ge volume of policy-relevant information is 
availab e. For example: 
- accident data; 
- mobility data; 
- behavioural measurements (alcohol, seat belts, speeds); 
- analyses of the above data: effect measurements of policy 

implemented; prognoses; 
- knowledge about effective measures, based on research reports 

published both at home and abroad. 

Some time ago, it was confirmed that all this knowledge was insuf
ficiently exploited by policy organizations. This was partly because of the 
large amount and the complexity of the data. Another reason was the 
decentralization of major tasks from the national level to the regional and 
local level. 
To improve this situation, the Dutch Ministry of Transport then asked the 
SWOV to develop the RIS, in cooperation with automation experts. 
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4. Purpose and setup of the RIS 

The RIS is an instrument used to monitor road safety policy. RIS provides 
access to policy information via a PC application and the so-called RIS 
help desk, where users can put their questions. 
From time to time, road safety data are collected, accumulated and inter
preted. The PC application was developed at the request of the Ministry of 
Transport and Public Works for the use of their own civil servants who 
include road safety within their scope of work, both centrally and 
regionally. 

These users have at their disposal a 486 PC, where they can find the 
information they seek via a simple search system. 
In addition, there is a telephone help-desk, the so-called RIS desk, where 
users can always come with any further questions. The SWay mans this 
RIS desk and ensures that the questions posed are rapidly dealt with. 
In view of the increasing decentralization of road safety policy, it is 
considered to also make these data available to other user groups. 

The information in the PC application is classified according to areas of 
attention within the field of road safety policy. These spheres are formu
lated in line with the spearheads of the Long Term Policy for Road Safety 
(MPV), as follows: 
- driving while intoxicated; 
- speeding; 
- safety devices; 
- cyclists and mopedists; 
- heavy traffic; 
- hazardous situations or black spots. 

In addition, there is the field called 'monitoring', which describes the 
general developments in the field of road hazards and identifies un
desirable developments. These are expressed in terms of the number of 
road accident victims, classified according to age, modal split, type of 
road and collision partner. Information is also included about the develop
ment of mobility in the Netherlands, subdivided according to type of road 
and type of vehicle . 
With regard to the latest developments in the field of road safety, 
information is available on the phenomenon 'sustainably safe road traffic'. 
RIS includes a summary of the latest information about measures and a 
literature review on the topic of 'sustainably safe road traffic'. 

Each year, new data are added . The information is provided at a 
nationwide level and is generally further subdivided according to province . 
In addition, international comparisons are included in RIS to a limited 
extent. 
Measurable objectives have been formulated per area of attention (or 
spearhead), so that any progress made can be obiectively determined. 
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5. The advantages of the RIS for the users 

5.1. Quality 

5.2. Tailor made 

5.3. Explanation 

5.4. Prognoses 

The added value of information provided via the RIS for the users l; 
summarized through the key words: quality, made to measure, exp a
nation, prognoses and effective measures. 

Firstly, information to be included in RIS is carefully screened to 
safeguard the required quality. For example, it is investigated whether 
there is clarity about the definitions used, whether the figures covering 
various years are comparable and whether the figures from various 
databases correspond with each other. 
In addition, the representativity and validity of the figures is checked. 
The information available on this subject is also included in RIS, such as 
the degree of registration of road accident victims. This allows users to 
investigate in what way they can and may apply certain figures. 

The user has a great degree of freedom when requesting data from the 
RIS. He does not need to select from a number of standard tables, but, by 
means of a clever search system, can determine for himself what data he 
wants to call up on the monitor. He can select almost any desired 
combination of data, and choose for presentation in either table or graph 
form. When the user requests a table with incomparable variables, or 
when his choice is not logical, the computer notifies him of this fact. 
His request is not carried out in that case, unless again specifically stated. 

Another unique aspect of RIS is that all tables and graphs requested by 
the user are explained. As a principle, information from RIS is always 
provided with an interpretation: it offers answers and not a puzz b to the 
user. This means that the user does not have to analyze the information 
obtained - this analysis is already inc bded in RIS. The purpose of such an 
analysis is to indIcate the progress or otherwise for that particular aspect 
of road safety. 
It is also indicated whether or not it is like ly that the task set for the year 
2000 or 2010 will be achieved and where ext la attention should be 
applied. 

Prognoses can also be derived from RIS. It can be seen how many road 
accident VIctims will occur in the year 2010 if the current expectations for 
developments in the long term are reah·zed and current policy continues 
unaltered. This predictIon of road hazard is further clasSIfied according to 
age and modal split. 
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5.5. Effective measures 

Effective measures and any frequently occurring misconceptions in this 
area is another subject to which RIS devotes attention. Per sphere of 
interest, the various types of measures are addressed and their known 
effects are indicated. 
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6. Further application potential of RIS 

To conclude, some new applications of the RIS will now be dealt with . 
In a technical sense, the PC application is not subject to any restriction 
with regard to the subjects that can be included. In consultation with the 
users, the contents can therefore be expanded as desired. 
For example, as policy devotes more and more attention to the theme of 
'sustainably safe traffic', the information in the system can be supple
mented accordingly. Of course, the availability of relevant information 
represents a restriction. But this may only be of a temporary nature; after 
all, when the RIS notes a marked need for certain data as expressed by its 
users, this may offer grounds to compile such information. 

Another expansion option concerns the user groups. To date, this only 
applies to the policy makers of the Ministry of Transport who are active 
in the field of road safety, whether centrally or region ally . The Ministry, 
which has fully funded the development and maintenance of the RIS, is 
also owner of the system. 
Now that the policy of the Ministry have become increasingly decentra
lized and delegated to provinces and municipalities, and private industry '\5 

also held to task for its responsibilities, the group of potential RIS users is 
growing. A decision about possible expansion of the user group will 
probably be made soon. 

Finally, it could be considered to also make the RIS accessible to users 
outside the Netherlands. The SWOV has a positive attitude towards such a 
distribution of knowledge; however, the final authority on this subject 
rests with the Ministry of Transport, as owner of the system. While the 
PC application in principle does not represent an obstacle to the export of 
the RIS, the availability of suitable data is much more of a problem. Most 
information with which the system must be filled should, after all, relate 
to the country in question. General knowledge about effective measures, 
however, can be derived in part from international literature on the 
subject. 
Just recently the SWOV has sent in a interesting proposal to the European 
Road Safety Federation. The project aims at developing a prototype of a 
RIS for Hungary and should be financed by PHARE. Our Ministry of 
Transport has approved the use of their RIS for the development of such a 
foreign prototype. 
If the Ministry of Transport shows itself willing to cooperate on a larger 
scale with such an export of knowledge and technology, then the SWOV 
can offer important support with the practical implementation . This 
certainly represents an area in which cooperation with Russia could be 
further developed; hopefully this will be the case within the foreseeable 
future . 
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